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Critical Praise for the WATERSPELL Trilogy
by Deborah J. Lightfoot (Seven Rivers Publishing)

“Intriguing premise and original characters [whose] well-crafted relationship balances in a tense power struggle … Fine fantasy.”
—KIRKUS Reviews

“Tight writing, fast-moving narrative and intriguing characters. An excellent book.”
—Goodreads

“Grabbed my attention and kept it. It’s a truly unique book. This is a series not to miss.”
—Tahlia Newland, author (http://tahlianewland.com/)

“One of the best books I’ve ever read. Every word is a work of art.”
—Amazon

“I don’t see how this could avoid being a hit—I couldn’t put it down. Good, complex story; well crafted, well written.”
—Goodreads

“Definitely captures interest. The threat is tangible with a compelling sense of consequences. Intriguing that the danger isn’t simply the standard ‘gathering armies of mass destruction’ ... 
A nice balance between the rustic sense of a medieval world and a voice that will be recognizable to the modern audience.”
—Steve Saffel, Del Rey editor

“Not a word wasted or out of place. Strong, compelling, intriguing, taut. A real pleasure to read.”
—SouthWest Writers, Science Fiction/Fantasy Novel

